THE BOLDUC FAMILY
OUTPATIENT CENTER
- Anticoagulation Clinic
- Cardiac Diagnostics/ECG
- Diabetes Management
- ECHO
- EEG
- Outpatient Lab
- Outpatient Rehabilitation (OT, PT, Speech)
- Pulmonary Diagnostics/Rehabilitation
- The Center for Wound Healing

First Floor
To cafeteria: take main elevators (marked in red) to basement, turn right

DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
- Cardiovascular Lab
- CT Scan
- Image Library (Film Pick-Up)
- Interventional Radiology
- MRI
- Nuclear Medicine
- Ultrasound
- X-Ray
Second Floor

To cafeteria: take main elevators (marked in red) to basement, turn right
To cafeteria: take main elevators (marked in red) to basement, turn right

Third Floor

Special Care Unit
Patient Rooms 3201-3219

Intensive Care Unit

Fourth Floor

Acute Care/Oncology
Patient Rooms 4201-4222

To cafeteria: take main elevators (marked in red) to basement, turn right
To cafeteria: take main elevators (marked in red) to basement, turn right